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“Let’s seize this opportunity
to build new networks,
learn about what is making
a real difference
and galvanise our
own work.”

I am delighted to welcome you to the
Fundamental Rights Forum 2018.
The 2018 Forum brings together leading European
and global agents for change, including high-level
representatives of all major international and regional
human rights organisations.
Every person here, whatever our walk of life, shares a passionate
commitment to upholding and improving the human rights protection
systems. Let’s seize this opportunity to build new networks, learn about
what is making a real difference and galvanise our own work.
Over the coming days, I invite us to keep our ears and minds open
to fellow participants’ creative ideas for engaging everyone on the
pressing issues of human rights.
By encouraging and empowering one another to better address the
great and the everyday challenges in Europe and beyond, we can push
back against current threats and restore hope in a brighter future.
Michael O’Flaherty
Chair of the Fundamental Rights Forum
(Director of the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights)

About the Forum
At this Forum you can meet over 600 inspirational thinkers, activists,
politicians and people from many different communities and backgrounds.
The many young people at the Forum will bring a fresh dynamic to the event.
They have organised their own open sessions, giving them a vital opportunity
to shape future policies.
The Forum is a unique opportunity for meaningful conversations about
the urgent human rights issues of our time.
It offers a programme of high quality plenary panel debates, five working
groups hosted by FRA and over 50 ‘open sessions’ hosted by excellent
organisations working on human rights.
There is no prior sign up; it is first come first served.
With interactive sessions hosted in a non-traditional conference setting, you will
engage in new conversations (Connect), shape critical human rights agendas
(Reflect) and transform complex thinking into practical solutions (Act).
We have lined up motivational speakers in our Connect.Reflect.Act talks series.
Arts exhibitions, music performances and sports activities will also bring yet
another dimension to an already varied programme.
Enjoy the Forum and engage as much as you can!

Rights in your hands
To help you navigate the Forum and find what interests you most,
our sessions are clustered along six tracks.
Each track, described on the following pages, presents a particular challenge
or opportunity for promoting and protecting human rights today.
We need your input to spark further debate across Europe.
Questions, opinions and stories worth spreading are positively encouraged.
Get involved with conversations at the Forum and
share the ideas with your family, friends and colleagues.
The future of human rights is in your hands.

#RightsTech
Technology changes the way we live, work and interact.
Companies, NGOs and governments have a duty to
ensure they protect human rights in a digital age.
Digital disruption has the potential for a huge impact on
our human rights. It offers opportunities but also poses
challenges. Traditional solutions are not enough.
This track probes ways to protect rights in the digital age.
We tackle issues from artificial intelligence and
automation to biometrics and cyberbullying.

How does
technology
impact our
human rights?

How does sport
and art promote
inclusion?

#RightsCulture
Shared passions unite communities.
Sport and the arts can break down barriers between cultures,
faiths and nations to create a real sense of belonging.
They can help promote human rights and the value of tolerance
to mass audiences.They unite players and artists from diverse backgrounds.
The #RightsCulture track examines how to tap the potential of sports
and the arts to promote shared values and human rights.

#RebuildingTrust
In an uncertain world, institutions should put people first. Open and inclusive
policymaking builds trust. It ensures equal opportunities and a shared
sense of belonging.
Contact with public institutions is part of our everyday life. Threats to
the rule of law and democratic processes can undermine trust.
This track looks at trust from various angles. We explore ways for teachers,
judges and politicians to regain the trust of the marginalised and
disenfranchised, not to mention the general public.

How do we
rebuild trust
in human
rights?

How can
we recapture
community
spirit?

#SharedNeighbourhoods
Participation is the glue that holds a community together.
People must be involved in decisions that affect their lives.
Working together builds stronger, better neighbourhoods and cities.
We most often experience human rights close to home, on our street and
at work. It is where we hope and expect to be treated with respect and equality.
This track explores how to build stronger, more inclusive neighbourhoods.
Its aim is to motivate people to build a better society for future generations.

#HumanRightsMatter
Fake news, filters and algorithms mean people see only what they want to see.
Communicating real human rights stories in new ways can burst the bubble.
Many across Europe have switched off from human rights. A significant
few feel active cynicism, distrust and hostility.
This track explores ways to underline the importance of human rights
to each and every one of us. We will bring new voices to the conversation
and listen to those who are critical or indifferent.

How can we
educate for
human rights?

Why should
we celebrate
diversity?

#MyRightsAreYourRights
Everyone is unique. Human rights and responsibilities
are for all. Celebrating diversity and respecting the rights
of others build a sense of belonging.
Human rights apply to everyone, no matter who you are
or where you come from. The EU motto, ‘United in Diversity’,
acknowledges and respects this.
This track will explore how to ensure respect and tolerance
for the diverse people that live in Europe today.

Non-Stop Sessions
The Forum’s non-stop sessions run throughout the three-day
event, offering an interactive experience for all our participants.
Connect and engage with fascinating individuals in the Living
Library or immerse yourself in our digital future in the Virtual Zone.
The sessions feature live performances, art and bundles
of creativity. Get involved and challenge your own
prejudices about communicating human rights.

Living Library
Everybody has a story to tell. The Living Library lets you
discover those stories…the difference is its books are real
people and readings are a face-to-face conversation.
It is a space to connect and engage with other
advocates and rights holders at the Forum.
You can ‘borrow a book’ for up to 30 minutes.
Drop in to our Library at the Kesselhaus to help
break down barriers of prejudice and discrimination.
You will never again judge a book by its cover.
(KH6)

Virtual Zone
Want to take charge of your digital security,
spot fake news and tell stories with data?
The Forum’s Virtual Zone has everything you need.
Get hands-on experience of the latest tools
and techniques human rights defenders
are using to thrive in a digital age.
(MH1)

Non-Stop Sessions
Arts and Human Rights
Arts can captivate and inspire audiences. The Forum has
an artistic dimension to illustrate how it can help convey
human rights messages.
We feature musical performances by Musicians For Human
Rights and Square Waltz, a film screening of ‘The Cleaners’,
an arts installation by Elio Germani and Animate Europe.
Various open sessions range from the use of images
and music to promote human rights to the importance
of protecting artists as human rights defenders.
(MH10 & KH7)

Sports and Human Rights
Sport can strengthen common values and overcome
barriers of prejudice and fear. But it can also be a platform
for xenophobia, discrimination and homophobia.
At the Forum, EU policy makers will connect
with sports organisations and civil society
to harness the potential of sport to build
an inclusive and diverse society.
Hands-on sessions with Ultimate Frisbee,
Play Together Now and Rugby Opens Borders,
among others, will showcase the power of sport
to promote common values and human rights.
(Outdoor)

Ideathon
An overarching theme of the Forum is to look
at how we can move conversations about
human rights issues into the mainstream.
Over three days the Ideathon will take YouTubers,
film makers, cartoonists and journalists on a learning
journey about human rights communications.
The task is to use their communication skills
to take the Forum’s messages to a wider audience.
(MH8)

Personalise your Forum with the FRF app
Save time and make meaningful connections at the Fundamental Rights
Forum by downloading the FRF app.
The app, for smartphones and tablets, will help you get the most from
the Forum by planning your personal schedule of sessions and events.
Connect with other attendees, share knowledge and arrange real-life
meetings to help protect and promote human rights.
The app’s interactive features let you:
• Browse the full programme and create your own personalised programme
• Browse the list of speakers and their bios
• See what’s on where and when on a map of the venue
• Network with other participants
• Participate in live polls, votes, etc.
The app can be downloaded from the Apple App Store and Google Play.
Just search for ‘Eventspace’.
If you need help at the venue, contact a member of the FRA team,
or check out the app page on the FRF website.

Join the conversation
We have gathered together some human rights facts and figures to act
as conversation starters on social media.
Please feel free to share online and add your own comments,
using the hashtag #RightsForum18.

#RightsCulture
Less than 1% of leadership
roles in professional
football are filled by
people from ethnic
minority backgrounds,
a Football Association
study found.

#SharedNeighbourhoods
Severe housing
deprivation affects 7%
of families in the EU.
And more than one-in-four
of our children are at risk
of poverty or social
exclusion, reports
EUROSTAT.

#HumanRightsMatter
One-in-ten women
in the EU have been
a victim of cyberbullying,
making it the most
common form
of harassment,
FRA found.

#RebuildingTrust
‘Populist far-right parties’
won, on average, 16% of the
overall vote in the most recent
parliamentary elections
across the EU, up from 5%
in 1997, a Bloomberg
study found.

#RightsTech
Cyber-attacks are
dangerous to the stability
of democracies and economies.
Last year alone 80% of European
companies experienced at least
one cyber-security incident
says the European
Commission

#MyRightsAreYourRights
Second-generation
immigrants experience
more hate-motivated
harassment than first
generation immigrants
(32% versus 21%),
a FRA survey found.
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Local Information
From the Fundamental Rights Forum, the following local connections to the centre are
available:
Local train - S80, R2577, R2576 to Vienna Central Station (Hauptbahnhof)
Tram - 25 with connections to metro lines (U-Bahn)
Bus - 26A, 94A, 95A with connections to metro lines (U-Bahn)
Connections to the airport:
The City Airport Train (CAT) leaves from the Wien-Mitte metro station.
The Railjet train leaves from the Vienna Central Station (Hauptbahnhof)
The local train S7 leaves from the Praterstern metro station.
For local transport details, check with FRA staff, use the
route planner on www.wienerlinien.com or download
Vienna city’s transport app, Qando.

Programme - Morning 25 September
Track Menu
#HumanRightsMatter
#RightsTech
#RightsCulture
#SharedNeighbourhoods
#MyRightsAreYourRights
#RebuildingTrust

08.00 - 9.30

09.30 - 11.15

Registration

Opening Ceremony
Musicians for Human Rights
Michael O’Flaherty,
Chair of the Forum
Alexander Van der Bellen,
President of Austria, High Patron
of the Forum (video message)
Věra Jourová,
Commissioner for Justice,
Consumers and Gender Equality,
European Commission

FRA Working
Groups

Josef Moser,
Federal Minister of
Constitutional Affairs, Reforms,
Deregulation and Justice (Austria)

Panel debate:

Moderators of the
Forum:

Claude Moraes,
Chair. Civil Liberties, Justice, Home Affairs
Committee (LIBE), European Parliament

Shada Islam,
Director of Europe and
Geopolitics, Friends of Europe
Friso Roscam Abbing,
Head of Fundamental Rights
Promotion Department, FRA

Christos Giakoumopoulos,
Director General, Council of Europe
Peggy Hicks,
Director, UN’s Human Rights
Office (OHCHR)
Ingibjörg Sólrún Gísladóttir,
Director, OSCE Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights
Anna Rurka,
President, Council of Europe’s
Conference of INGOs

Open Sessions

1 1.30 - 12.45

13.00 - 14.00

Strengthening belonging through inclusive education and employment

MH2

Local action as a driver of human rights and belonging

MH4

Boosting trust in institutions – a critical dialogue

MH5

Securing social rights through equal opportunities and access to the labour market

MH7

Turning up the volume: no voice unheard!

MH9

The empathy machine: are digital technologies the best bet in telling about your cause?

MH3

Ideathon – Framing human rights to create understanding and empathy,
and to trigger social change

MH8

Become active for Europe!

Agora

Sports - a driver for promoting common values and human rights?

KH1

Meeting of EU Council Working Party on Human Rights (COHOM) (by invitation only until 13.00)

MH6

EU IT systems and biometrics: fundamental rights implications

KH5

Lunch

Programme - Afternoon 25 September
14.00 - 15.15

Open
Sessions

RISE - Together we can shape a better refugee policy for Europe

MH2

Artificial Intelligence and inclusion: Ensuring equal access and benefits

MH3

National minorities and the State: from exclusive identities to multi-layered
forms of identities

MH4

Believing, belonging, behaving - Building a culture of freedom of religion or belief for all

MH5

Arts in troubled times: protecting, promoting and empowering Europe’s civil society

MH6

‘Othering’ Europe’s active citizen: creating spaces towards active citizenry

MH9

From ‘good practices’ to system change: how to rethink migrant inclusion
from a community perspective?

MH7

Independence of the judiciary and corruption

MH8

#MeToo: a global movement to end universal human rights violations
against women

KH1

The rights-based approach to tackling child poverty

KH5

15.30 - 16.45
Putting the money where the mouth is:
how EU funding can build inclusive communities

MH2

Human rights film festivals: zooming into local realities

MH3

17.00 - 17.10

17.10 - 18.15

18.15 - 19.30

Connect.
Reflect.Act
Talk

Reality Bites

Opening
Reception

Marc Koehler,
architect

The importance
of belonging
in building
inclusive
societies

Leaving no one behind: Partnerships to promote and monitor
fundamental rights in the implementation of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development

MH4

Current political conditions for NGOs securing fundamental
rights through strategic litigation

MH5

Involving Europeans in protecting their rights –the role
of political movements in mobilising communities

MH9

Human rights cities in action: bringing rights to the people

MH6

Contributors:

Bursting bubbles: working with allies to advance
common interests

MH7

Femi Oluwole,
co-founder of
Our Future,
Our Choice

Mind the gap: youth (and human) rights

MH8

Black Europe: The EU and the human rights of people
of African descent

KH1

Resisting Arkangel: Technology, surveillance and the
rights of the child

KH5

Playing for belonging: football as a vehicle for
social inclusion

Outdoor

MH Plenary

(Citizens
Dialogue with
Věra Jourová,
European
Commissioner
for Justice,
Consumers and
Gender Equality,)

Isolde Charim,
author and
philosopher
MH Plenary

Ambassador
Helmut Tichy
Performance by
Musicians For
Human Rights
MH Plenary

Programme - Morning 26 September
Track Menu
#HumanRightsMatter
#RightsTech
#RightsCulture
#SharedNeighbourhoods
#MyRightsAreYourRights
#RebuildingTrust

08.00 - 9.30 09.30 - 09.35
Registration

09.35 - 10.30

10.30 - 11.15

Introduction

Hard Talk

António Guterres,
United Nations
Secretary General
(video message)

Emily O’Reilly,
European
Ombudsman

Your 10 keys
to effective
human rights
communication

MH Plenary

Connect.
Reflect.Act
Talk
Ali Can,
#MeTwo
campaigner
and initiator
of a ‘hotline for
concerned
citizens’
MH Plenary

Contributors:
Friso Roscam Abbing,
Head of Fundamental
Rights Promotion
Department, FRA

FRA
Working
Groups

Gráinne Healy,
leader in social justice,
campaigns expert,
researcher and author
Thomas Coombes,
Head of Brand &
Deputy Communications
Director,
Amnesty International
Adriana van Dooijeweert,
President, Netherlands
Institute for
Human Rights
MH Plenary

Open
Sessions

1 1.30 - 12.45

13.00 - 14.00

Strengthening belonging through inclusive education and employment

MH2

Legal action as a driver of human rights and belonging

MH4

Boosting trust in institutions – a critical dialogue

MH5

Securing social rights through equal opportunities and access to the labour market

MH7

Turning up the volume: no voice unheard!

MH9

Shared space of religion and human rights in the context of improving reception
conditions of migrants part 1

MH3

The Charter of Fundamental Rights - how to make it a better known,
understood and used instrument?

MH6

Ideathon – Call2action: the power of images for storytelling

MH8

How can EU law protect civil society space?

KH1

From rights to realities: the several roles of music in strengthening social cohesion

KH5

Lunch

Programme - Afternoon 26 September
14.00 - 15.15

Open
Sessions

Social inclusion through sports: challenges, initiatives, strategies and policies in the EU

MH2

The rule of law is too slow – the human rights impacts of privatised enforcement

MH3

Free to speak, safe to learn - Democratic schools for all

MH4

Protecting the rule of law, by promoting understanding of and respect for judicial
independence and accountability

MH5

Addressing anti-Gypsyism: new strategies to ensure fundamental rights of Roma in Europe

MH9

Making rights real: the fight against ageism

MH7

From corporate social responsibility to responsibility to respect human rights:
role of businesses in human rights protection

MH8

The myth of foreign agents and people smugglers
How to change the narrative on civil society?

KH1

Cities of refuge: recognising the role of local authorities in realising
the human rights of migrants

KH2

Preach what you practice: How professionals in the field of music, from scholars and therapists
to teachers and performers, can improve their communication about fundamental rights

KH5

Informal meeting of EU Council Working Party on Fundamental Rights, Ciizens Rights
and Free Movement of Persons (FREMP) (by invitation only - until 17.00)

MH6

15.30 - 16.45
Citizen’s Europe – citizens’ meaningful participation
in public affairs
Means and methods of protecting the environment through
human rights and promoting the rights of future generations

MH2

MH3

Age matters! Exploring age-related barriers to service access
and the realisation of rights for adolescents

MH4

Fostering belonging and community among sexual and
gender minority refugees

MH5

The role of a participatory approach in reducing social vulnerability.
The example of a social intervention aiming a the re-housing
of families belonging to a marginalized Roma community

MH9

Is there a role for business in supporting civil society space?
Rationale, practical cases and next steps

MH7

Belonging: How to overcome growing polarisation and
othering via social media

MH8

The fight against hate speech can be won:
new developments in Europe

KH1

The role of cultural mediation and visual art in empowering
women migrants and refugees

KH5

Champions of inclusion: the power of sports for more
inclusive inclusive and cohesive societies

17.00 - 18.15

18.15 - 19.45

19.30

Reality
Bites

Fundamental
Rights
Platform
Meeting

Movie

Building
tomorrow’s
Europe:
promoting
migrant
integration

Panellists:

Outdoor

Lefteris
Papagiannakis,
Vice-Mayor
of Athens
Moatasem
Althafea,
refugee from
Mosul (Iraq),
now student at
Vienna University
of Economics
and Business
Rabih
El Chammay,
Head of Mental
Health Program,
Ministry of Public
Health, Lebanon
Anna Maria
Corazza Bildt,
President of the
Children’s Rights
European
Parliament
Intergroup (tbc)
MH Plenary

(FRA’s civil
society network)
MH3

‘The Cleaners’
followed
by Panel
Discussion
StadtKino

Programme - Morning 27 September
Track Menu
#HumanRightsMatter
#RightsTech
#RightsCulture

08.00 - 9.30

09.30 - 09.35

9.35 - 10.15

Registration

Introduction

Connect.Reflect.Act
Talk

Dunja Mijatović,
Council of Europe
Commissioner
for human rights
(video message)
MH Plenary

#SharedNeighbourhoods
#MyRightsAreYourRights
#RebuildingTrust

Ivan Krastev,
Permanent Fellow
at the Institute
for Human Sciences
in Vienna
Aya Mohammed
Abdullah,
UNHCR Global
Youth Advisory
Council Delegate

FRA
Working
Groups

MH Plenary

Open Sessions

10.30 - 11.45

12.00 - 13.30

13.30 - 14.30

Closing Session

Networking
Lunch

Strengthening belonging through inclusive education
and employment

MH2

Local action as a driver of human rights and belonging

MH4

Chair’s Statement 2018,
Michael O’Flaherty,
Chair of the Forum

MH5

Delivering for fundamental rights
in tomorrow’s Europe

MH7

Mairead McGuinness,
First Vice President of the
European Parliament

Boosting trust in institutions – a critical dialogue
Securing social rights through equal opportunities and
access to the labour market
Turning up the volume: no voice unheard!
Shared space of religion and human rights in the context
of improving reception conditions of migrants - part 2
Ideathon – Honing the message

MH9

Panel Debate:

Emmanuel Crabit,
Director of Fundamental rights and the
rule of law, European Commission

MH3

George Ciamba,
State Secretary,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Romania

MH8

Zara Todd,
Fundamental Rights Platform,
Advisory Panel member

Closing remarks

Meeting of FRA National Liaison Officers
(by invitation only)

MH6

Sirpa Rautio,
Chair of the FRA
Management Board

Panel debate on the power of art in promoting
belonging

KH1

Square Waltz
MH Plenary

MH

FRF Patron, Partners and Sponsors
Austrian President, Alexander Van der Bellen,
is the Fundamental Rights Forum’s High Patron
Advisory Board members:
City of Vienna
Austrian Presidency of the Council of the European Union
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Norway
European Commission
Council of Europe
Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
Financial sponsors:
European Programme for Integration and Migration
Norway Grants /European Economic Area
Embassy of The Netherlands in Vienna
City of Vienna
The 2018 Forum is developed in partnership with:

With financial support from:

About FRA
The European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) is acknowledged
as a unique and independent centre of reference and excellence for
promoting and protecting human rights in the EU.
We were created to help make Europe a better place to live and work.
We serve the interests of all EU residents. We help protect the fundamental
rights of all people living in the EU.
Fundamental rights define minimum standards to ensure everyone is
treated with dignity. We help promote and protect these rights, including:
• The right to be free from discrimination on the basis of age,
disability or ethnic background
• The right to the protection of your personal data
• The right to get access to justice
Our staff includes legal experts, political and social scientists, statisticians,
and communication experts. Our aim is to instil a fundamental
rights culture across the EU.
We engage with stakeholders from the local
to international level. Our Agency shares
evidence-based insights and advice
with policy- and decision-makers.
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